Sixth Grade Supply List 2019-2020

★ 2.5-inch binder with clear front pocket (heavy duty to last the year) ★ 1 set of plastic dividers (with pockets) ★ 1 composition notebook ★ Homework folder ★ Student Planner/Agenda ★ 2 packages wide-ruled notebook paper ★ 1 package of cap erasers or 1 giant eraser from the Dollar Store ★ 60 Ticonderoga pencils (Not Staples please, they don’t sharpen.) ★ 1 pencil pouch with rings that is able to be contained in a binder ★ earbuds/headphones: the classroom is flipped and lessons are online ★ set of colored pencils ★ package of highlighters ★ 1 package of glue sticks ★ handheld pencil sharpener ★ 2 packages of 1 3/8 x 1 7/8 in. post-it notes

Enjoy the summer!